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Abstract

The challenge of modelling complex physical sit-
uations by a qualitative approach represents a
good platform for testing alternative or integrative
methods to quantitative approaches. We selected
a well-known theoretical and physical problem as a
field for studying classical solutions and their lim-
its, proposing and testing a qualitative distributed
approach based on molecular ontology. The prob-
lem is percolation and the physical situation we
selected is coffee percolation phenomenon.

Introduction

Percolation is a complex phenomenon which has been
studied from several theoretical, applicative and com-
putational standpoints. Several formal tools have been
tested or developed as possible solution to the prob-
lem of modeling and simulating it. Molecular ontol-
ogy theory [1],[7], developed to obtain qualitative and
intuitive computational models for simulating the be-
haviour of substances (fluids, electrons, etc.), presents
some advantages in simulation tasks where a pure nu-
merical approach presents intrinsic difficulties in terms
of computational size or collecting boundary condi-
tions. Then, we are studying percolation for testing
our theory and comparing it with classical approaches.

Percolation: the picture

Percolation is the simplest model of disordered system
whose theoretical problems are not exactly solved [17].
It is an example of phase transition phenomenon and
many real problems, like materials conductivity and
magnetic properties, involve similar processes. Accord-
ing to a classical definition, given a square bidimen-
sionai grid, percolation problem is that of determining
the lowest concentration of filled places pc such that an
unique infinite path of filled places can exist. Such a
path is called percolation cluster and pc is called perco-
lation threshold. Formulating the problem in this way
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we obtain site percolation; another possibility is bond
percolation where the links, rather than the places, are
filled. Besides these classic percolation models, several
different models have been defined in order to repre-
sent particular situations. For instance, directed per-
colation, where a direction is assigned to the lattice
links, is a good model for a fire spreading in a forest
under a strong wind in one direction, or for a random
network of resistors that can be crossed in only one
way. In this case percolation threshold separates insu-
lation from conduction [6]. Migration and sedimenta-
tion phenomena, like electrolysis, can be modeled by
diffusion limited aggregation mechanisms [16] where a
migrating particle is represented by a random walker
jumping on the lattice from one site to another one (as
for the Brownian movement), and adhering to the ag-
gregate when is adjacent to it. Finally, invasion perco-
lation [13], finds its best application in the problem of
washing out the petroleum rocks. Here, water spreads
throughout the rock and petroleum comes out from the
opposite side. The porous rock is modeled by a lattice
where the sites are pores connected by thin channels
(the links) and a random number, assigned to each
link, represents channel resistance to water flowing: at
each instant, water flows along the lowest resistance
path, removing petroleum.

Rest: a cup of coffee

A more circumscribed, but no less complex percola-
tion problem is "espresso" coffee percolation. A coffee
producing company offered to us the very interesting
instance of studying this process in terms of a scien-
tific problem: several difficulties in espresso cooking
simulation by classic numerical models suggested, as
alternative, Artificial Intelligence qualitative methods.
The beverage (the final espresso we drink) is obtained
by a suitable percolation device where high tempera-
ture and hydrostatic pressure water flows throughout
a given quantity of ground and rosted coffee particles
(the "cake"). Each coffee particle is a piece of porous
material containing air and small oil drops, so, our phe-
nomenon is similar in some aspects to the petroleum
case. Nevertheless, it is more complex owing to pro-
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ceases like oil emulsion, glucide dissolution, the forma-
tion of air bubbles and particles compacting.

Percolation: the tools
Percolation as a static phenomenon is studied by nu-
merical analysis in order to determine the exact value
of percolation threshold: exact results have been ob-
tained only in some particular cases like monodimen-
sional systems or the Bethe lattice [17]. However, if
we focus our attention on simulating real processes, as
espresso percolation, we must adopt a dynamic point
of view. One possibility in this direction comes from
fractal theory [4],[14]. In fact, percolation clusters
are often autosimilar on variable scales as are deter-
ministic fractals (for example, Sierpinskji triangle [4]),
thus, somebody studies percolation using iterated func-
tion sets and considering fractal dimension [6]. On
the other hand, a suitable non completely quantita-
tive approach for modeling percolation in porous me-
dia [15],[9],[12], is obtained by cellular automata for
fluid dynamics: the HPP [10] and FHP [8] Lattice Gas
models respecting Navier-Stokes equation. We are ex-
panding these models to represent water flow through-
out porous coffee particles with its chemical interac-
tions. However, even if computational simulation of
these models by means of CAM [18] showed the pos-
sibility of representing some aspects of a coffee cake,
it was not possible to represent, in a qualitative way,
important features of the knowledge about this phe-
nomenon. Thus, we captured the suggestion of employ-
ing a local and distributed approach but integrating it
by means of methods of knowledge- based simulation
[5].

Percolation: an alternative
Molecular ontology model [1],[7], developed in Qual-
itative Physics context [11], is defined in terms of a
set of individual entities ("molecules"), lying on the
sites of an adjacency graph, and changing their posi-
tion as they react to some external qualitative fields
[2]. They can communicate by messages exchange and
link together to form aggregates [3]. Their actions are
prescribed by a suitable set of local behaviour rules
wich can embody, in a qualitative way, the knowledge
of domain experts about espresso percolation. So, if a
distributed set of molecules is used in order to model
coffee particles and active water clusters, cake geomet-
rical modification effect, determined essentially by high
pressure presence and consisting of the local move-
ments of coffee particles, can be obtained by a suitable
communication between the molecules allowing them
to know if there are free neighbour sites, (containing
air, for instance), to be occupied.

Conclusions
We are investigating an AI qualitative approach in sim-
ulation of percolation. The advantages offered by cel-

lular automata for fluid dynamics suggested of adopt-
ing a local and distributed model and experimenting
molecular ontology tool.
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